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Anthelio Earns Three Certifications for its Offshore Health Information
Management (HIM) Processes
Dallas, Texas, October 31, 2013 — Anthelio Healthcare Solutions, the largest independent provider of
technology and services to hospitals, physician practice groups and other healthcare providers today
announced that it has achieved International Organization for Standardization (ISO) certifications for
Quality Management System (ISO 9001:2005); Information Security Management System with
compliance (ISO 27001:2005) and Information Technology Service Management System (ISO
20000:2011) for its continual maintenance of standards and processes in the offshore HIM division. The
certifications confirm that the performance records of Anthelio’s offshore HIM department is exceeding
the norms prescribed in the customer Service Level Agreements accuracy of over 95 percent.
“Our dedicated offshore coding team continues to exceed our clients expectations,” said Asif Ahmad,
Anthelio’s CEO. “Achieving readiness for ICD-10 is a key concern in the healthcare industry. Further,
many HIM executives are struggling to keep up with the increasing coding demands. Having certified IT
systems that are HIPAA compliant allows us meet the industry demands.”
The audit was conducted by British Standards Institution (BSI), a global independent business services
organization and a founding member of the ISO. The audit verified and concluded that Anthelio sets the
standard for best practices through its:
•
•
•
•

Rigorous qualification procedure for hiring certified coders having science/paramedical
background and 90 percent score in qualifying exam
On the job training for specialized coding services; coders are placed on 100 percent audit

until they reach a minimum of 95 percent accuracy and productivity

Continuous compliance to the standard, adherence to the documented processes, sharing of
dashboard information with the management and the client at regular intervals
Continual service improvements as per client’s feedback based on trend analysis

“Our global remote coding team delivers seamless support to our healthcare providers. These
certifications provide impartial validation that our international processes and services help to provide
optimal patient care through complete documentation and accurate coding services,” said Asif Ahmad.
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About Anthelio
Anthelio is the largest independent provider of technology and services to hospitals, physician practice
groups and other healthcare providers. Anthelio is the only healthcare services company that has "endto-end" services expertise, including IT, service desk, patient portal, EMR implementations, data
warehousing, clinical analytics, clinical transformation, coding, ICD-10, transcription and revenue cycle
services. Enabled through a highly integrated technology platform powered by skillful people, Anthelio
drives high value for healthcare organizations by solving complex clinical and business problems while
enabling delivery of high quality patient care. Anthelio is an icon of innovation, operational prowess and
service excellence in healthcare, serving hundreds of health organizations and touching millions of
patients across the U.S. Anthelio is headquartered in Dallas, Texas and has over 1,500 technology and
clinical professionals. www.antheliohealth.com
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